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That is the content, and it shows as good on the code-viewer for the same content, except it only
shows the first character. For some reason, it's showing that the same content has the same

encoding as another document, but not the same text: For example: I've checked with notepad++
and atom, the text is identical in both files, yet atom's encoding is different for the same text. Here's

how I've tried to fix it: Used a comma as a decimal separator in the ContentType element (i.e.,
".com,com.au" for Australia) Wrote an XSLT to replace each "," with "." Used the "Core XML

Technology" namespace But it is still showing the encoding is different, even though it's the same
content and the encoding for atom seems to be ok A: What you've discovered here is that not every

XML parser will have the same robustness in accepting non-US-ASCII characters in the first place,
and in this case, there are some parts of the spec that are broken. So, it's really a bug in the way the

spec is currently written -- broken in at least some parsers. Your best bet is to look for a fix --
preferably, a fix in a spec that gets implemented. However, you can also get this to work by

embedding a fixed-encoding version of the document in the document itself, something like this:
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